Right in the hub of South Philadelphia is the must-see authentic, German beer hall and restaurant, Brauhaus Schmitz. Since 2009, Brauhaus has shocked its patrons with their delicious food and impressive beer selection. You’ll get transported to Munich’s Oktoberfest the moment you walk through the beautiful wooden doors.

Brauhaus boasts 34 German beers on tap, offering the largest variety of German beers, more than anyone else in the United States. German-born owner, Doug Hager, is responsible for introducing various delicious brews into the country! During his trips to Germany, Hager has made meaningful relationships with authentic German brewers. Brauhaus is truly a globally connected restaurant.

Brauhaus is so well enjoyed that you can find another Hager owned location in Reading Terminal Market. Wursthaus Schmitz is a German deli in one of the largest and oldest public markets in the United States.

They are not just a restaurant, they are a cultural destination in the city. They are famous for their yearly Oktoberfest celebration. South Street partially closes to bring the street party of the season. German heritage has strong and deep-seeded roots in Philadelphia and Brauhaus brings these influences straight from Deutschland.

Check out other Global Philadelphia Association’s Global Foods articles.